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Students receive tutoring in the Wintrode Tutoring Center, which offers help for more than 20 courses. SA senator Alexandria Farber believes students have been vocal about SI and
tutoring being instrumental to their success at SDSU. The Speech and Writing Centers also provide help for students.

Stagnant grants shift SI, tutoring funding
PAT BOWDEN
Reporter
Starting this semester, the
Supplemental Instruction
(SI) Program will be funded
through the University College
instead of the TRiO Programs.
This change is due to dormant
education grants that funded TRiO Student Support Services (SSS) in the past.
This shift in funding has
caused a stir in student voice,
resulting in a Students’ Association resolution supporting
the SI Program and tutoring
on campus.
The SI programs, which
are group-oriented tutoring sessions for underclassman courses with higher fail-

ure rates, are receiving student
utilization and are not at risk
of being cut from funding. The
Wintrode Tutoring Program
and the TRiO SSS Tutoring
Program are both unaffected
by these changes.
This shift in funding, however, is due to nearly no increase in federal grants in the
last dozen years from the U.S.
Department of Education, according to SI Coordinator
Linde Murray.
“Federally-funded grant
programs have received no increase of funding in many
years, which makes it impossible to continue to operate at
previous levels when expenses – minimum wage, for example – continue to increase

on a yearly basis,” Murray said.
“SDSU values the SI Program,
and so the Academic Affairs
office and University College
are doing what we can to continue the program.”
While the SI Program is
still receiving student participation, the TRiO program also
reviews and analyzes its programs to determine which are
having more or less impact on
the student body. The last review showed that SI was not
being “utilized in significant
numbers” by those who participated, according to Vice President of Student Affairs Michaela Willis.
“TRiO was no longer able
to financially support the program through existing funds

in addition to other programs
and services that participants
were utilizing with a significantly higher frequency,” Willis said. “The flat funding of
TRiO grants has a significant
impact on this decision.”
Despite this shift in funding, TRiO will continue to be
involved with the SI program
and will continue to place, administer, train and supervise
SI sections that they are requested to, according to TRiO
Program Director Jeffrey Vostad. The rest will be taken care
of by the University College.

Continued to A6

Get your bindles ready: looking forward to Hobo Day
GARRETT AMMESMAKI
News Editor
With the new year comes a new semester and,
most importantly, another Hobo Day. The grand
question is: Who will lead South Dakota State’s
rag-tag band of wanderers? Well, the Grand Pooba, of course, and this year’s leader is Anna Chicoine, a senior English major.
“Despite choosing a life of wandering and adventuring, we will always remember where our
roots lie and where we have been,” Chicoine said.
The SDSU spirit is one of change, but Chicoine believes that to continue Hobo Day she
needs to build off the traditions of the past.
“I don’t necessarily think it’s about what I
plan on doing differently,” Chicoine said, “rather
how we as a new committee can continue to grow
the momentum of what the past committees have
established.”
The committee has not yet been chosen, but
applications go out within the first few weeks of
the spring semester.
Chicoine is most excited for the BumFire,
which involves a large bonfire near the football
stadium. The event was created in 2016 and Chicoine is excited to bring it back and cultivate it as
a piece of Hobo Day history.
The BumFire and Hobo Day are not all on
the shoulders of Chicoine and the committee,
though. For Hobo Day to be fully realized they
will need the help of students and faculty alike.
“It’s up to us [the committee] to plan and deliver exciting events that demonstrate the legacy Hobo Day has,” Chicoine said. “I think that the
more people know about Hobo Day and why we
celebrate it, the more they’ll want to buy into the
events throughout the week and the Hobo Spirit.”
SUBMITTED PHOTO • The Collegian

Title IX closes
investigation
into derogatory
LGBT+ writings
IAN LACK
Reporter
Following a series of derogatory LGBT+
messages written on the door of Hansen
Hall resident Tanner Johnson, Title IX
informed Johnson that an investigation
would be made into the writings. Johnson
was informed that this investigation was
done in an attempt to discover the people
responsible for the writings.
Johnson said the Title IX officials spoke
with him about three weeks after he reported the message saying that, with his
permission, they were going to close the investigation.
“They said that various members of administration had been discussing it, but
that there weren’t any leads into who had
written on the board,” said Johnson, junior
history education major. “They said that if
I had any more information later, I could
bring it back to them.”
The first writing appeared on the
whiteboard on Johnson’s door on Nov. 9 after he hung a gay pride flag on the door.
This was followed by two other writings
that appeared on Nov. 17.
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DAILY CRIME LOG
11.29.16
•12:48 a.m. @ Pierson
Hall. 2 Poss. Marijuana,
2 Poss. Paraphernalia,
2 Injesting.
• 3:50 a.m. @
Larson. Underage,
Poss. Marijuana,
Poss. Paraphernalia,
Ingesting.
• 12:20 p.m. @ SE Lot.
3 Poss. Marijuana,
3 Ingesting, 3 Poss.
Paraphernalia.
12.2.16
• 2:10 a.m. @ Hyde
Hall. 2 Poss. Marijuana,
2 Ingesting, 2 Poss.
Drug Paraphernalia.
• 2:10 a.m. @
Hyde Hall. Medical
Emergency. Ingesting,
Poss. Marijuana, Poss.
Drug Paraphernalia.
12.3.16
• 2:04 p.m. @
Jackrabbit Village.
4 Underage
Consumption.
• 2:45 p.m. @
Dana J. Dykhouse
Stadium. Underage
Consumption.
• 2:45 p.m. @
North Wellness
Lawn. Underage
Consumption.
• 8:34 p.m. @
1000 Block of
8th. 2 Underage
Consumption.
12.5.16
• 4 p.m. @ Medary
South of Bypass.
Poss. Marijuana,
Poss. Paraphernalia,
Ingesting.
12.6.16
• 11:11 p.m. @
SE Lot. Ingestion,
Poss. Marijuana,
Poss. Paraphernalia,
Underage
Consumption.
12.10.16
• 10:12 p.m. @ 8th
Street and SE Lot.
DUI 1st, Underage
Consumption.
12.11.16
• 2:01 a.m. @ Schultz
Hall. Underage
Consumption,
Possession of Fake ID.
12.13.16
• 12:24 a.m. @ Hansen
Hall. Aggravated
Assault, Disorderly,
Tresspassing,
Intentional Damage to
Property.
1.4.16
• 11:47 p.m. @ 8th and
8th. DUI. Ingestion
Controlled Substance.
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Chemistry professor to present Herbert Cheever lecture:
proposes new way to teach students conceptual understanding
MAKENZIE HUBER
Editor-in-Chief
It’s assumed that university-level students can learn — they
have high school diplomas to
prove it. But Michael Dianovsky,
an assistant professor in chemistry, believes there is more to
learning than memorizing algorithms and facts.
“Educators need to stop educating for tests of the moment
and focus on the test employers want in students — we’re
not preparing students well
enough,” Dianovsky said. “We as
educators need to address students as the whole person and
not just a toolkit that can be improved. We should provide tools
that are needed and create a
habit for critical thinking and
creating thinking that will last a
lifetime.”
To do that, Dianovsky proposes students must learn
how to learn. The process involves reflection and conversation, shifting from a performance-orientated system to
learning-orientated.
Dianovsky will present his
method of teaching at the fourth
annual Herbert Cheever Jr. Liberal Arts Lecture as “Learning How to Learn: The Path
Less Traveled in Education.” Dianovsky was the 2017 recipient
of the J.P. Hendrickson Liberal
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Arts Faculty Scholar award.
This focus on learning aligns
with the mission of a liberal arts
education, said Dennis Papini,
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
“Historically, universities
have been focused on this concept of liberal arts — how can
we use knowledge of ourselves
and the world around us to create a better world,” Papini said.
A liberal arts education gives
students skillsets such as critical
thinking, communication and
self-awareness that will be needed in any career field.
Although chemistry is typically associated with memorization, Papini said, Dianovsky focuses his courses on helping incoming students “understand
and appreciate the active role
they take in the learning process.” It isn’t about a professor
“filling students’ heads with information — it’s about helping
students learn how to learn.”
“Students are used to coming in and doing the work and
want to do the least amount of
work for the highest grade,” Dianovsky said. That’s not how his
class works.
Students in Dianovsky’s class
learn content through journal
reflections. Students focus on
their progression in class and
understand how their learning
changes throughout the course.

Dianovsky uses these reflections
to understand student perspectives as well as help them differentiate between solving problems and learning the material.
It helped students see there’s
a difference between solving
problems in chemistry and getting the right answer, Dianovsky
said, and whether or not that
means they have a conceptual
understanding of chemistry.
That conceptual understanding is important for students becoming active citizens, Papini said.
“The world of tomorrow is
one in which we really don’t
know what the opportunities
and challenges are going to be,”
Papini said. “The value of a liberal arts education is that it
doesn’t specifically prepare you
for specific vocation, but does
prepare you for life. It’s important for students to understand
what the goal is.”
The award and lecture are
named for two former professors in the College of Arts and
Sciences. John Philip Hendrickson was a long-time faculty member and head of the
Department of Political Science from 1957 to 1988. Herbert Cheever Jr. was a professor
in political science for 32 years
until his retirement in 2000. He
served as department head for
nine years and acting dean of
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the college in 1985-86 and 199192. He was also dean of the College of Arts and Sciences from
1992 to 2000.
Past recipients of the award
and lecturers include Paul Baggett in 2014, Timothy Meyer in
2015 and Greg Peterson in 2016.
Dianovsky hopes his lecture
will be a starting point of a conversation for students and faculty at SDSU about what education should be about and what
outcomes students want from
their education.
The award and lecture will
be presented at 7 p.m. on Jan.
17, 2017 in the Volstorff Ballroom.

Q: How would you describe your job and summarize your work?

minutes

Linda Schumacher

Executive Administrative Assistant,
South Dakota State University
IAN LACK
Reporter

A: I’m in charge of the president’s calendar so I schedule his meetings and make any changes to his
schedule that need to be made. I make all of his travel arrangements for him, write letters, put together materials that he needs for meetings and pay the office bills. I just do so many things, almost without thinking, it’s hard to keep track of things sometimes.

Q: Why did you first decide to take this job in 1972?
A: My oldest brother was going to school here at the time ... I would come out here, and I thought that
the people here are just so friendly, and so I asked my sister-in-law about job opportunities here and she
just sent me an application. I filled it out and got a call later asking for an interview in the President’s Office. But what really just drew me here was how nice everyone was and how people just said ‘hi’ to you,
even if they didn’t know you.

Editor’s note: The “Five minutes with” series focuses on a different person
each time. The interviewer
spends five minutes speaking with a person each week
to learn about them, their
specialty or something they
are passionate about.

Q: What was your time on campus like when you first started working here in 1972?

Linda Schumacher works
on the second floor of Morrill Hall in the President’s
Office as the executive administrative assistant to the
president of SDSU. Schumacher began working as a
secretary in the office in 1972
and has worked with seven SDSU presidents. She is
a graduate of Bethany College in Mankato, Minnesota,
where she received an associate’s degree in arts and a secretarial science degree.

A: Oh, I still love it and I love the people I get to work with.

A: Well, there certainly weren’t this many buildings! Since I first came here, we’ve certainly seen the
enrollment here increase tremendously. But the students, I would say, are the same for the most
part. They’re all still really friendly, and I enjoy working with them. When I first came in here and
started working in this office, Human Resources was actually in our office and so we did that work
as well. We had typewriters then! Copy machines were just starting. But over the years, we eventually switched to computers. Things became more advanced and easier in a lot of ways.

Q: Do you still feel the same way about this job as when you first started?
Q: What is challenging about this job position?
A: I would say just managing the president’s calendar and trying to accommodate everyone who
would like to have an opportunity to visit with him. You always have to be ready for the unexpected.
People might not understand what the president is responsible for. We are always working with the
[South Dakota] Board of Regents, the Governor’s Office in Pierre and our local legislators. There’s a
lot of people involved.

Q: If you could offer one word of advice to someone who would replace you in this position,
what would you say?
A: If there’s a spoke missing out of a wheel, it’s not going to work very well. So, be a team member.
Nothing works unless you’re a committed part of any team. And, of course, enjoy what you’re doing. Love the people that you work with.

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED /
SERVICES OFFERED:
M&S Business Cleaning.
Hours from approx. 5 to 9
p.m., 1 to 5 days per week
available. For more information call (605) 690-1554.

Follow us on Twitter!

@sdsucollegian
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Exhibit at Briggs Library shows
struggles of an unseen nation
GARRETT AMMESMAKI
News Editor
A new exhibit at the Hilton M. Briggs Library displays the untold story of African-Native Americans.
South Dakota State University is one
of the last schools to see IndiVisible, an
exhibit dedicated to the rarely-told stories
of African-Native American lineage as it
intersects throughout U.S. history.
According to Richard Meyers, Tribal
Relations Director and Program Coordinator of American Indian Studies, a person’s ability to climb the social ladder, or
social mobility, is dependent on one factor in Western society: physical characteristics. In contrast, indigenous societies focus almost exclusively on social connections.
Egocentric, Meyers said, is the inevitable path of a capitalist society. That is
where Western society finds itself. In Native American society you see social mobility in terms of how long someone has

been integrated into a certain social
group.
Where Meyers saw division, library
operations manager Emmeline Elliott
sees an opportunity to teach people who
may not have been exposed to such a history before.
It is an opportunity “to open people’s
eyes up to the diversity we live in. Not
just a single race of people, but people
who come from multiple races or backgrounds,” Elliott said. “I think they have a
different experience.”
Elliot said that the Brookings school
district and all the neighboring school
districts have been through to see IndiVisible.
Toward the end of the running date
there will be a supplemental exhibit put
together by the library called “Blended Cultures” which will be during the
week of Jan. 22 and available for viewing
through the duration of IndiVisible .
The exhibit will run until Feb. 28.
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SA discusses meeting
efficiency in first meeting
EMILY DEWAARD
News Editor
Senators called for Students’ Association to uphold the representative duty of carrying out
business effectively to
serve students of South
Dakota State University
at their first meeting of
the spring semester.
Ordinance 16-03-O
called attention to senators’ concern that the
timeliness of distribution
of meeting agendas, legislative items and related materials may interfere with SA’s ability to
effectively executes duties. Passing this resolution would make sure
bill materials would be
sent to senators at least a
week before the next SA
meeting.
Senators will debate and vote on the or-

dinance at the next SA
meeting.
In the Topics for Future Discussion portion of the meeting, former Sen. Danielle Rang,
representing the atlarge SDSU community, announced her resignation through a letter.
Sen. Amanda Dickinson,
representing the College
of Pharmacy and Allied
Health Professions, also
announced her resignation at the meeting.
This opens up two
more available at-large
senate positions due to
senator resignations.
There are currently five
senator positions open.
SA is accepting applications over the next week.
The next SA meeting will be held Monday,
Jan. 23 at 7 p.m. in the
Lewis and Clark room in
The Union.

In the Committee and Staff
Reports portion of the meeting, senators and advisers
covered multiple topics, including:
• The start of a provost search.
• Jacks Club Hub, a software
making it easier for students to
connect with campus organizations. It launched with 186 student groups contacted to join
and should be released to all
students in February.
• The upcoming Week of Wellness will be Monday, Jan. 23
through Jan. 27. This is a continued effort to promote mental
well-being on campus.
• There will be a strategic
planning meeting for the university in the Volstorff Ballroom at 3:30 p.m. Friday, Jan.
13 where President Barry Dunn
will deliver the state of South
Dakota State address and announcements.
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The IndiVisible exhibit, on loan from the Smithsonian, showcases the seldom seen lineage of African-Native
Americans. IndiVisible is available for viewing until Feb. 28 on the upper level of Briggs Library.
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A bit of color bursts through the heavy snowfall on Jan. 10 at South Dakota State. Students trudged
through heavy snow and were buffeted by strong winds.
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Every
day is a
new start

Editorial

Rachel Astleford
Columnist

Issue:
Resolutions: are they worth it?

We, at The Collegian, want to pet
more dogs.
Something strange has happened
in the past week. Millions of people
have vowed to change and it’s a huge
undertaking. Maybe you’re going to
lose weight, actually attend class, pet
more dogs or stop drinking tequila.
Whatever it is — you probably made
a New Year’s resolution.
Although we understand the need
for resolutions in general, we, at The
Collegian, do not think creating unrealistic and unattainable New Year’s
resolutions are for everyone.
#NewYearNewMe has made its
way into the world of social media. Everyone from grandparents to
13-year-olds are utilizing the hashtag
to let the world know what their
plans for the upcoming year will be.
While this may seem like a great way
to learn from the past and plan for
the future, most resolutions are not
aligned with a plan of achievement.
Not only are there various
hashtags, but celebrities and artists are playing into the fad of setting
New Year’s resolutions as well. For
example, InStyle interviewed several celebrities and asked what they
wanted to change in 2017. Charlie

Puth wants to “remain calm.”
The health industry also makes a
big push in January for all the resolution-makers who want to lose weight.
Gyms around the country are seeing
a spike in attendance, but that will
soon begin to dwindle back down to
the regulars.
Why? Many resolutions are ineffective, unachievable and, quite
frankly, far-fetched. Just because the
calendar resets back to January and
the year gains another number, we,
at The Collegian, believe you don’t
need to wait until a specific time of
year to make a new goal for yourself.
Although the time for resolutions
are upon us, the staff of The Collegian came up with some tips and
tricks to help our fellow Jacks succeed.
Whether your resolution is a
physical goal, mental challenge to
overcome or organizational endeavor, we believe in having someone or
something to keep you accountable.
South Park dubbed it, “Accountabilibuddy.”
One of the first steps of making a
New Year’s resolution (or a new goal
at any time in the year) is to brainstorm SMART goals: S – specific, M

– measurable, A – attainable, R – realistic and T – timely. By writing
down the goal and specifics of it, the
goal becomes much more attainable.
Sorry Charlie, but “remaining calm”
doesn’t seem to fit into SMART
goals.
For others, an accountabilibuddy
could be considered any social media
platform. By posting on social media, your followers keep up with your
journey. It is a great way to receive
positive affirmations as well as multiple people for accountability.
Reflection is a great way to react
and respond to a mental resolution.
Keep a journal, track your progress,
log emotions and at the end of the
day, week or month, reflect on your
findings.
One more way to push yourself in
the direction of your goals is to take
a before and after picture, take notes
before the day begins and at the end
of the day. Have your accountabilibuddy review your progress, or lack
thereof, on the first and last day of
every month.
Whatever the goal may be, and
however you plan to succeed, we, at
The Collegian, wish you luck.

Stance:

It’s not for everyone, but resolution-makers should
take the necessary steps to achieve their goals.
The Collegian staff meets weekly and agrees on the issue of the editorial.
The editorial represents the opinion of The Collegian.

Donald Trump and the Russian Connection

Benjamin Hummel
Columnist

As students across the
country pour back into
their dorms and apartments, and the New
Year’s responsibilities and
stresses flood back to the
minds of all Americans,
we find ourselves reminded of something: Donald
Trump is going to be the
next president.
While it seemed to be

enough of a shock that a
former reality television
showrunner was elected in the first place, even
more unsettling news
cropped up in the past
couple weeks: the results of a joint operation
between all three of the
United States’ intelligence
agencies revealed that the
hacks on the Democratic
National Committee’s database were the results of
a state-sponsored Russian

hacking effort, meant to
“denigrate” Hillary Clinton. The leaks of pilfered
emails came from Russia,
disclosed by Wikileaks.
This alone presents a
problem for Trump as it
brings the legitimacy of
his victory, as well as his
relationship with Russia, into the spotlight. Officials on both sides of
the aisle have criticized
Trump for being too soft
on Russia, and this recent

exposure only legitimizes
their concerns.
Political commentators, such as New York
Times’ David Sanger, say
it is going too far to consider Russia a hostile foreign power. However,
top officials of the CIA,
FBI and NSA believe this
is the most severe violation of American democracy from an external entity in recent history. Even though no voting

machines were tampered
with, it should be noted
that a foreign power conducted a successful infiltration and received their
desired outcome through
the election of Trump.
Meanwhile, the president-elect has seemingly been downplaying
the effect of the hacks on
the election through his
tweets. For example:

Rachel Astleford is a nutrition & dietetics major at SDSU
and can be reached at rachel.astleford@jacks.sdstate.edu.

“ “ “ “ “
Gross negligence
by the Democratic
National Committee
allowed hacking
to take place. The
Republican National
Committee had
strong defense!

The language used
here shifted blame and
misconduct to the DNC,
all while refusing to acknowledge any foul play
on Russia’s part, and, of
course, praising himself

Intelligence stated
very strongly there
was absolutely
no evidence that
hacking affected
the election results.
Voting machines not
touched!

and his abilities to broker peace between the
two countries. Not only
that, Trump tries to reassure that his presidency
will usher in a new era of
friendlier relations with
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Dakota State University
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Having a good
relationship with
Russia is a good
thing, not a bad thing.
Only “stupid” people,
or fools, would think
that it is bad! We…

Russia and Putin.
Trump’s mistake here
is that he lacks any real
principles binding the
people he is tasked to represent to those who conducted an elaborate hack-

and a free press.
Opinions expressed on
these pages are not
necessarily those of the
student body, faculty,
staff or administration.
The Collegian is
published weekly on
Wednesday during the
academic year of SDSU.

...have enough
problems around the
world without yet
another one. When I
am President, Russia
will respect us far
more than they do
now and…

ing campaign to influence
them. As this story develops, the narrative can
only denigrate Trump.

...both countries
will, perhaps,
work together to
solve some of the
many great and
pressing problems
and issues of the
WORLD!

Benjamin Hummel is an
English and speech & communications major at SDSU
and can be reached at benjamin.hummel@jacks.sdstate.
edu.
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It’s exciting to see people
set goals for the New Year.
Recently, my social media
has been flooded with others’ New Year’s resolutions
and it’s encouraging to see
so many people excited to
conquer 2017.
Yet, at the same time,
I’ve already noticed some
people fall off track and
say, “I guess I’ll try again
next year.” Others say, “I’ll
start next week on Monday.”
This is where I get really, really confused. Since
when is Jan. 1 the only day
you can start working toward your dreams? Since
when is Monday the only
day to start anew?
What many fail to see
is that every single day is a
chance to start over. Years
and weeks are just a human concept. You don’t
have to wait until Monday
to start over. You sure as
hell don’t need to wait until
the first of the year to start
working on goals.
I’m not against setting
goals at the beginning of
the year; however, it’s not
the only time to start bettering yourself.
Every single day is a
clean slate. When your
eyes open in the morning, it’s up to you from that
point on whether or not
you want to start bettering
yourself. It doesn’t matter
if it’s Nov. 22, May 5 or Jan.
1; or whether it’s a Friday,
Wednesday or Monday. Every day is a new start. We
don’t have to wait until a
certain date to start working toward our goals.
It is the start of a new
semester and many of us
might make a mistake or
get a lower score in one of
our classes than we wanted. But don’t just say, “I already screwed up in one
class, so I guess I’ll just do
better in all my other classes.” Don’t wait until the
next week or the next semester to start applying
yourself.
Treat every day as a
new opportunity and I
think you will surprise
yourself with how much
you can accomplish.

Ian Lack

Susan Smith

Visual Editor

Adviser

Follow us on
social media!
@sdsucollegian

@thecollegian

@sdsucollegian

Letters to the Editor
Send letters to letters@
sdsucollegian.com
or to USU 069 Box
2815, Brookings, S.D.
57006. You can also
post comments online
at www.sdsucollegian.
com. Please keep to less
than 250 words.
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Take me home: International student
reflects on homesickness from overseas
VIRAJ PATEL
Columnist

I just wish. That I could tell my
mother everything. That she
could know that I was hurting. The thing is, if I told her I
was hurting on the phone, she
would sympathize with me,
but, eight thousand miles away,
she would worry about me, she
might even cry. And I cannot let
my mother cry.
The very nature of maternal love is that it is immune to the display of true
emotions when the loved
one is not present. With
digital devices, physical distances are almost non-existent, but the emotional responses to the physical characteristics seen or
heard over the digital devices are often, maybe subconsciously, reserved.
It is harder than you can
imagine, being an international student. Not a single day passes without me
waking up wishing I was in

Mumbai. Not a single day,
when I don’t wish I was at
home, to feel the wrinkles
on my mom’s hands, rough
from the daily chores she
will never give up on. Not a
single day I don’t wish I was
by my dad, learning how to
build a make-do kaleidoscope from him. Not a single day I don’t wish my sister and I could go out for
Panipuris at a street-side
vendor in the middle of
the night. Not a single day
I don’t think I need to tell
them all this.
And that’s a normal day
in the life of an international student.
Then there are times I
am having a bad day. And
believe me, it takes a lot for
me to have a bad day. Spilling coffee on myself or forgetting an assignment for a
class doesn’t even begin to
cut it. For me, a bad day begins and ends with people.
People I care about, people I trust, people I love.

So, naturally, when people
close to me say something
downright condescending
or insensitive, when people I trust disappoint me or
when someone close to me
is hurting but they won’t
tell me the reason behind it,
my bad day begins. Now, I
know I need to stay strong
and I have friends and
teachers to help me, but it’s
on bad days like these:
I just wish. That I could tell my
mother everything. That she
could know that I was hurting. The thing is, if I told her I
was hurting on the phone, she
would sympathize with me,
but, eight thousand miles away,
she would worry about me, she
might even cry. And I cannot let
my mother cry.
Viraj Patel is a speech communication major and can be
reached at viraj.patel@jacks.sdstate.edu.
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New year, new you: you still suck
GARRETT
AMMESMAKI
News Editor
Every year it’s the same
thing. On a dance floor
surrounded by sweaty
people in small hats, the
building smells like champagne. Balloons start falling and you forgot one
thing: who are you going
to be this year?
On the last day of the
semester you told that girl
you liked her, or you told
that boy you liked him and
now they’re in the corner making out with their
ex-girlfriend/boyfriend.
You’re thumbing the straw
of your sparkling grape
juice and hoping that other guy/girl from the corner
of the room looks at you.
They don’t, and you go
home with a sugar headache and another year of
regret.
So what’s the deal?
Carpe diem, seize the day
and so on. Another year,
another 365 days of self-

help books. That ball in
Times Square drops and
your future husband/wife
is in the corner with someone else.
So what’s wrong with
them? You read all the
right magazines. You
learned the right yoga
moves. By all accounts you
should be Ryan Reynolds
or Blake Lively. I need you
to take a deep breath and
look at the mirror:
You suck.
Now, you don’t suck,
but for all intents and purposes let’s say you do.
The New Year does not
require a new you and we
shouldn’t assume that it
does, because our lives are
not hinging on the drop of
a ball. Kathy Griffin and
Anderson Cooper do not
dictate our futures.
So, what do we do
when faced with our very
mortal and momentary
lives?
1. Take a look at your
major. What are you doing with the rest of your

life? Who will be around
you when you succeed?
And what will they say if
you fail?
2. Look at the people around you. Do they
want you to succeed? Do
they hold themselves up
to your opinion? How often would you want to see
them again?
3. Listen to some different music. Have you
ever caught yourself ear
deep in a pity party, rocking out to Led Zeppelin
at a different time of the
month? I have. Stop listening to bad music.
4. And who ever said
you need to be an astronaut? Be a co-pilot. Or
maybe even just a cab
driver. Your life is endless,
take yourself into the infinite.
Garrett Ammesmaki is
a news editor at The Collegian and can be reached at
gammesmaki@sdsucollegian.
com.

Coal no more: SDSU demolishes remnants of campus coal use
JENNIFER
McLAUGHLIN
Guest Columnist
Going… Going… Gone.
Campus is saying a mighty
farewell to its years of coal
burning, which ended in
2012.
Over Winter Break,
contractors began working with Facilities and Services to demolish the two
coal silos between the
Central Heating Plant as
well as the Avera Health
and Science building. It’s a
tedious task requiring the
contractor to collapse the
silos inside themselves — a
process that can take nearly three weeks.
During its coal burn-

ing years, South Dakota
State University purchased
up to 8,000 tons of coal
each year. Each silo stored
350 tons of coal, which
is enough energy to provide extra heating during
a cold week in Brookings.
In 2012, when campus was
due to replace two of its
boilers, SDSU made the
switch to natural gas.
While the Environmental Protection Agency’s coal plant regulations
didn’t affect South Dakota at the time, SDSU still
decided to move forward
and end their coal usage in
preparation for potentially
more stringent guidelines.
In addition, the price of
natural gas and the want

to reduce campus’ carbon
footprint played a role in
the decision.
The process for using
coal and natural gas for
heat is almost identical,
but the move to natural
gas has saved time spent
hauling coal and removing coal ash waste. SDSU’s coal was barged from
the Appalachian region to
Minneapolis, then trucked
to Brookings. Next, dump
truck loads would haul the
coal to the silos, where it
was brought into the heating plant through a series of conveyor belts. Coal
ash leftover from burning
was then hauled out to the
Brookings landfill.
Instead, natural gas

is brought directly to the
heating plant through
pipes connected to campus’ natural gas provider.
This alone improves campus efficiency and saves
man-hours.
In addition, natural
gas burns about half the
amount of carbon dioxide of coal; however, according to Sarah Zielinski in her article “Natural
Gas Really Is Better Than
Coal,” it is still a fossil fuel
and is not exempt from
negative climate effects. To
many, natural gas is considered a “bridge fuel,” according to Zielinski, explaining that it’s a small
step in the right direction
toward renewable energy.

While renewable energy is not in SDSU’s foreseeable future, staff members in Facilities and Services work hard to maximize energy efficiencies and minimize energy loss. In fact, the energy
conservation efforts start
right in the heating plant.
As steam is generated, the
flue gas is discharged outside; however, prior to doing so, the flue gas’ heat is
transferred to new water
entering the boiler.
This helps reduce the
amount of energy needed
to heat the water to generate steam. Other areas
that have helped conserve
energy include more efficient buildings as well as

increased steam pipe insulation. Through the energy conservation efforts,
the heating energy consumption on campus has
remained relatively the
same, if not declined, despite adding more building square footage to campus.
Coal is gone and natural gas is in. But one thing
won’t change: energy conservation will remain important to campus no matter the energy source used.
Jennifer McLaughlin is
the sustainability specialist at
SDSU and can be reached at
jennifer.mclaughlin@sdstate.
edu.
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>> TITLE IX
Continued from A1
“I was just shocked
and a little hurt that anyone would care that I had
a rainbow flag up,” Johnson said. “But it’s been
nice that people actually care about what happened, both in terms of
school administration and
people in general.”
Associate vice president of Student Affairs
Doug Wermedal said he is
confident in the universities ability to react to any
incident similar to Johnson’s.
“Unfortunately, when
there are cowardly attacks
that are anonymous like
this, sometimes the perpetrators get lucky and it
stays anonymous,” Wermedal said. “But, that
doesn’t mean there isn’t
things that the institution
can’t do educationally to
prevent this from hap-
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pening in the future.”
Following the writings on his door, a meeting was held on Johnson’s
floor in Hansen to address the messages. Johnson said he found this
meeting encouraging for
himself and informative
for his fellow floor residents. He’s appreciative
of the steps the university took to address the situation and make him feel
safe and welcome.
Stephanie Mills, president of the SDSU Gender and Sexualities Alliance, said LGBT+ members of the student organization have experienced discrimination similar to what was written
on Johnson’s door before.
Mills, who identifies with
gender-neutral pronouns,
had been called derogatory LGBT+ slurs within the
Brookings community.
“It’s mostly the atmosphere and the way that
people look at and treat

you without even outwardly saying homophobic or transphobic things;
micro-aggressions,” said
Mills, a senior sociology
major with a human services specialization.
It is Mills’ belief that
Students’ Association
resolutions stating the
student body supports
LGBT+ peers and action
from university administration when anti-LGBT+
mistreatment takes place
will send a message to
students across campus
that the university is an
inclusive, safe space.
“No one deserves to
feel unsafe at a university or in their living space
due to their peers harassing them based on who
they are as a human,”
Mills said. “If we look at
this as a human rights issue and not just a political
issue, I think we’d be able
to make more progress in
making this a safe place.”

on this issue has been a
positive light for student
academics to Willis.
“Having this support
from our student leadership is important as we
look for other opportunities to fund the program
and sends a positive message relaying the importance of these services to
our student population,”
Willis said.
Tutoring services are
important to SDSU students in particular, according to Dean of the
University College Keith
Corbett, said not every
university offers free tutoring services.
“We do have free tutoring and SI; there are
parents and students that
tell me that’s why they
come here,” Corbett said.
Tutoring services are
only available on campus
and are not offered online
or in person for students
at the University Center
in Sioux Falls.
Despite the low funding that pushed the SI
program out of TRiO,
Farber believes enough
students use these learning tools to justify them
staying around in the fu-

>> SI TUTORING
Continued from A1
“TRiO [is] not removing itself from the SI program, we are being forced
to hand over the funding end of our sections,
[which] we fund half
right now, to University
College,” Vostad said.
In response to this
shift in funding, Students’
Association has passed a
resolution that expresses student support for the
SI Program, as well as tutoring programs around
campus. This resolution
will not fund the program
but instead aims to raise
awareness to its current
financial state.
According to SA Sen.
Alexandra Farber, SA is
not directly funding these
programs unless there is
“much [more] discussion
and further legislative action.”
Farber initiated this
resolution because she
believed students were
vocal about SI and tutoring being instrumental
programs to early success
at SDSU.
SA stepping forward

ture.
“We value our own
and other students’ academic success. We know
that many students utilize and believe in these
services and the helpful
nature of them,” Farber
said. “... We simply wanted a united student voice
saying we appreciate the
efforts of those who work
with and for these programs and that we want
them to continue.”
TRiO staff members,
too, hope the SI program
and tutoring are funded
well into the future, Vostad said.
“We have had to tighten our budgets to continue to serve our students
and because SI is open
to all students, not just
TRiO, University College
has stepped up to provide
the needed funding for
SI to continue to flourish
and grow on our campus,”
Vostad said.
While funds are currently short for TRiO,
Vostad ensures that they
will “continue to serve
the program in time and
effort in whatever way”
they can.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that student and faculty
leaders continue to collaborate and discover ways to
subsidize and support these academic success programs.

Ian Lack • The Collegian

Hansen Hall resident, Tanner Johnson, took his pride flag off his door after receiving the third derogatory
message on his white board on Nov. 17. However, with the start of the spring semester, Johnson has hung
the pride flag up once again.
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Statement derived directly from SA Resolution 16-06-R

A
B

On average students who attend SI
earn a half to a full-letter grade higher
than those who do not attend.

10,812

BE IT RESOLVED that the South Dakota State University
Students’ Association supports efforts to increase funding
dedicated towards tutoring services, and

2015

13,442
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2016

While the number of students served
by SI and tutoring has remained fairly
stable, the total number of visits between Fall 2015 and Fall 2016 has
increased by 20 percent.
BAILEY HILL • The Collegian
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New year, new semester — try something new
SUNDAY

TUESDAY

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

11

Journalism Club 4 p.m.
Yeager 204
Japanese Animation
and Culture Society
6 p.m. Ag Hall 100A

“

15

Overall, I have
not heard
a student
complain about
getting involved
on campus,
I believe it
makes the
student wellrounded and
more valuable
someday in the
workforce.”

Madelyn Reiger
Swine Club
22

Oasis 8 p.m.
Gracepoint
Wesleyan Church

16

17

The Collegian Reporter Meeting
5 p.m. Collegian Office
Union 069

Dance Club 8:30 p.m.
Wellness Center

College Democrats
7 p.m. Wagner 157
Formula Society of
Automotive Engineers
7 p.m. Crothers (no
room specified)

18

Block & Bridle
6:30 p.m.
Animal Science 126

American Institute
of Architecture
Students 8 p.m. AME
Architecture studio
American Fisheries
Society 5 p.m.
Biostress 181

Gender and Sexualities
College Entrepreneurs
Alliance 7:30 p.m.
Organization 4 p.m.
Wagner 125
Black Hills Room–Union
Dietetics and Health
Colleges Against
Sciences Club
Cancer Wagner 125
6 p.m. Wagner 114
(no time included)
Jacks for Life 7 p.m.
Pioneer Room–Union
Rodeo Club 6 p.m.
Animal Science 126

23

Ecology Club 7 p.m.
Wagner 131

Dance Club 8:30 p.m.
Wellness Center
Lost and Found
6:30 p.m. Wagner 157

24

The Collegian Reporter Meeting
5 p.m. Collegian Office
Union 069
Finance, Insurance and
Real Estate Club
6:30 p.m. Wagner 169
Psychology Club
5:30 p.m. Scobey Hall
(no room specified)

“

25

Attending a club
meeting once a
week/every other
week isn’t a huge
time commitment,
and being a club
member is a great
resume builder.

12

HEROH 6 p.m.
Wellness Center
Conference Room

Engineers Without
Borders 6:30 p.m.
Crothers 215
Chemistry Club 6 p.m.
Avera 38
Investment Club
(no other information)
Ducks Unlimited
Student Union
(no other information)

“

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

13

Looking back as
a senior, I wish I
would have jumped
in right away.”

Kendra Davis
Block and Bridle
20

The Collegian was
not informed of any
scheduled events.

FEM 6:15 p.m.
Union Oakwood Room
Geography Club
5 p.m. Wecota 002

19

Exercise Science Club
7 p.m. Rotunda B
Agricultural
Communicators of
Tomorrow 6 p.m.
Yeager 208

Agronomy Club 7 p.m.
SAG 100B

26

Swine Club 7 p.m.
Animal Science
Complex (no room
specified)

“

14

The Collegian was
not informed of any
scheduled events.

“

21

It makes it easier
to get to know
people who are in
the same major
as me and also
meet those who
are in different
fields. I feel that
I am more aware
with what is
going on around
campus when I
am involved with
a club.”
Reid Nachtigal
Advertising Club

27

“I feel being involved
on campus has
turned the campus
from a place I just
existed in into a
community I belong
to.”

28

The Collegian was
not informed of any
scheduled events.

Mark McLaughlin
Bicycle Club

Claire Deuter
College Democrats

** Not all clubs were able to comment on meeting times.

How to actually achieve your New Year’s resolutions
EMILY DeWAARD
News Editor

Whether you declare a New Year’s resolution or not, you likely have a few things in mind you hope to improve on or achieve this year.
On The Collegian’s Twitter, we ran a poll asking what New Year’s resolutions people were setting. Most respondents chose eating
healthier/exercising, followed by better mental health, trying something new and better grades/organization.
Here are ways you can achieve these resolutions in 2017.

Healthy eating and exercise

Grades and organization

Mental health

Many people resolve to hit a target weight, drop
10 or 20 pounds, or trim two inches off their
waist—but where do you start? And then what?
Take a different approach than the classic
1,200 calorie diet. Instead of cutting calories, dieting and running yourself ragged in the gym,
make adjustments to your lifestyle.
For example, strive to eat out less. Only allow yourself to get fast food once or twice a
month, or maybe once every paycheck if you are
also trying to save money. Challenge yourself to
cook something new every Sunday for dinner so
you can learn to prepare healthier, homemade
meals. The key is making a lifestyle change, allowing yourself to reach your goal and continue
to maintain a healthier way of life.
As for exercise, there are a thousand obstacles in fitness, but the biggest is your mind.
Whether you’re shy or nervous about working
out, or you’ve been set back by injuries or failure,
you have to be the one to decide not to quit.
Start by finding a workout partner. Take fitness classes at the Wellness Center. The first
week of each semester is the perfect time to find
out what you like because classes are all free.
Determine your goals and seek ways to
achieve them. Find help and inspiration online
and explore the services at the Wellness Center.
Or, check out a local gym for some guidance. Everyone has to start somewhere, so find what you
like and you’ll enjoy working toward your goals.

We all want to do well in school; that’s why we are
here. There’s really no way to do better in school
than to commit yourself to it. Study often and over
time rather than cramming in one night. Write
your paper over time, and revise over time—not in
the last few hours before the dropbox closes.
Talk to your professors—they are there to teach
you, so let them. Do not be afraid to go to your professor’s office hours. Keep in touch with your advisor not just when you need to register for classes.
Take notes in class—don’t just be there for attendance, be there for your education.
To stay organized, keep a planner. If a weekly planner isn’t your style, find out what is; just do
what works best for you. Keep everything in your
notes or calendar on your phone or a notebook. Always have a monthly calendar on your wall—one
that you can write on for meetings and deadlines.

School, work, money, relationships, family, friends and community involvement are our
greatest joys and stressors. Whatever you are
facing, remember to put yourself and your own
health first. You can’t control life’s events, but
you can control how you respond.
If you are struggling academically, know that
it is OK, and seek help—talk to your advisor or
find a tutor, find a study group or see your professor.
If you need emotional or mental support,
do not be ashamed to call counseling services.
If you’re not ready for that, start with a 24-hour
text or call hotline. Talk to whoever you are comfortable with.
If you just need to unwind from your busy
life, don’t be afraid to say no once in a while,
you can’t do it all. Take a night for yourself to do
what you want. Put together a puzzle, go for a
walk or drive, bake, craft, swim, shop—whatever
makes you happy, take time to do it. Refresh and
recharge so you can conquer the next day without burning out.
Make 2017 about you and your aspirations. As
you work complete your resolutions, remember
that despite your best efforts, you will likely fail
a few times—and thats OK.
Committing to something doesn’t mean you
will do it perfectly from then on. Allow yourself
time to learn and grow. As long as you stay determined and focus on what you want, the rest
will fall into place; just keep working.

Trying something new
This is an exciting resolution with endless possibilities. Take up a new hobby or travel, whether
it’s the next state over or another country—just go
somewhere.
Checking out a campus event is an easy way to
experience something new—you never know what
it could lead to. Better yet, go to a meeting for a
student organization that interests you. Stop and
look at the bulletin boards in the Union and the
walls in Rotunda. You’re guaranteed to find something that piques your interest.
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The Collegian’s top movies of 2016
IAN LACK
Reporter

Editor’s Note: This is a list based
on the 2016 films the reporter was
able to see within their available
free time. The list takes into account all qualities of film making
and personal taste, as well as audience appeal.

1. “Arrival”
“Arrival” was advertised as a
showdown between humans and
aliens — just another sci-fi flick
with impressive visuals. What
was delivered was a well-written,
extremely nuanced film about a
mother coming to terms with the
loss of her daughter and the quiet realization that some things
are simply out of our control.

sdsucollegian.com

Putting the “style” in Lifestyles

LAURA BUTTERBRODT
Lifestyles Editor

2. “La La Land”

4. “Moonlight”

Having now seen “La La
Land,” I can say that the film
lives up to its hype. Ryan Gosling and Emma Stone have
magnetic chemistry together
and Damien Chazelle’s excellent
direction creates some of the
year’s best sensory experiences.

It’s never easy to watch
a character suffer on screen
and combat their inner demons, but watching the
struggle and growth the
main character, Chiron, goes
through is eye-opening as
well as beautiful.

3. “Rogue One: A Star Wars
Story”

5. “Jackie”
Natalie Portman’s performance as one of the most
iconic first ladies in U.S. history was greatly anticipated, and not without reason.
“Jackie” lives or dies by Portman’s performance and, in
this case, it lives with grace
and breathtaking poignancy.

Easily the best “Star Wars”
film to date, “Rogue One”
boosts the franchise to new
heights. Sweeping starship
fights, a talented, diverse cast
and a beautiful ending bring
this new “Star Wars” chapter
into a new era.
**Find the full top ten at our website, sdsucollegian.com!

Jack’s Weekly

Every person has their own story
and their own interests. I believe
that a good journalist should tell
people’s stories and teach people new things. In my new role as
lifestyles editor, I hope to achieve
that.
My name is Laura Butterbrodt. I’m a sophomore journalism major with minors in global studies and music. My small
hometown of Granite Falls, Minnesota is just far enough away for
me to feel independent, but close
enough to be able to visit my
dog.
I developed a passion for the
arts while growing up. While
writing ranked at the top of my
passions, my love for music, read-

ing and theatre still hold special places in my heart. Because
of this, my section may include
more features of the performances and talents right here on campus. There also may or may not
be recipes, crafts or destination
highlights. I haven’t quite decided
exactly where my section will go,
but I think, in a way, that’s kind
of exciting.
I always seem to make myself extremely busy. Taking classes, working part time, joining extracurriculars, hitting the gym,
having a social life and (usually)
doing my homework just didn’t
seem to be enough for me, so here
I am at The Collegian. I’m excited to get more experience in the
journalism field, and I can’t wait
to get to know more people and
happenings around campus.

Horoscopes
Aries

You may be reluctant
to hop into all of
your responsibilities.
Getting to class in the
cold might not sound
as good as watching
Netflix, but as long as
you set aside time with
your bunny buddies
you will find a balance.

Libra

You and a fellow
Jackrabbit may get into
a disagreement over
your carrots. Be sure
you both let yourselves
settle down to find
common ground
before getting into an
argument.

Taurus

You prefer the comfort
and familiarity of your
Jackrabbit den to the
unknown outside. Take
a few jumps outside
your comfort zone to
explore possibilities.
Slow and steady can
still win the race.

Scorpio

Your schedule could see
some changes, which
might make you want
to hop away from your
responsibilities. It
might be boring, but
getting your carrots in
a row now will bring
you closer to free time.

Gemini

You’ve been keeping
your ears low to
avoid confronting an
emotional situation.
Straighten your
whiskers and address
your problem; you
will feel a tremendous
weight off your
shoulders.

Sagittarius

You’ve been spending
all your time taking
care of your bunny
friends and family.
Take a jump back and
be sure to take care
of yourself, too. Treat
yourself to a nap and
an extra carrot.

Cancer

Your emotions and
stress may take over
your logic at the
beginning of the
semester. Try not to
overreact if you count
your carrots before
they are picked, or if
some bunny is trying to
control your plans.

Capricorn

You have some big
decisions in front
of you that could
bring stress into your
semester. Your fellow
Jackrabbits might want
you to hop one way,
but if you stand your
ground you might find
a compromise.

Leo
This dreary winter
weather has you
dreaming of warm,
sunny fields to hop
through rather than
doing homework. Work
hard now, Jackrabbit,
and you may find you
will have some time off
to relax after all.

Aquarius

Your ears may be
pulling you in two
different directions.
You may not be able
to see a clear path
ahead of you, but if
you wait until you find
your center, your ears
might pick up a voice of
reason.

Virgo

You’ve been putting
off completing a
project that requires
a lot of time, energy
or creativity. This is a
good time to get a jump
start, because you are
hopping down a path
to success.

Pisces

Jackrabbit, you are the
star of the show. Your
social life is hopping
and your confidence is
high. Just make sure
you don’t spend all of
your carrots in one
place while you’re out
and about.

Sports
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The SDSU wrestling team went 2-0 over Winter Break and have now won five straight duals, outsourcing their opponents 192-23 over that span. Junior Luke Zilverberg was named Big 12 Co-Wrestler of the Week after
winning twice over the weekend. The Jacks are home again at 8 p.m. on Feb. 3 in Frost Arena.

Wrestling stays hot over Winter Break
Jacks win fifth-straight dual match against Northern Colorado

TRENTON ABREGO
Sports Reporter
The South Dakota State wrestling team went
2-0 over Winter Break and placed eighth in the
Midlands Championships in Evanston, Illinois.
The Jacks were led by junior Nate Rotert
during the Midlands Championships. Rotert
placed second in the 197-pound weight class after losing in the title match to Aaron Studebaker of Nebraska. Sophomore Seth Gross also
placed third for the Jackrabbits.
“Nate and Seth did a good job of getting
wins and advancing in that tournament,” Head
Coach Chris Bono said.
In a non-conference dual, the Boise State
Broncos came to Brookings to take on the Jackrabbits. South Dakota State only dropped one
individual match at the heavyweight position
as they won 37-6. The win for the Jackrabbits
pushed their all-time record against Boise State
to 4-0.
“Everyone was on point and our guys did a
good job that dual,” Bono said.
SDSU faced a Big 12 conference foe in
Northern Colorado and came away with another victory of 34-6. The Jackrabbits only
dropped two matches in that contest as the No.
18 ranked wrestler Timmy Box of Northern

Colorado defeated junior Isaac Andrade 9-6.
The other loss for the Jackrabbits came in the
184-pound weight class as redshirt freshman
Martin Mueller fell short against Dylan Gabel
7-4. There were three overtime matches and
the Jackrabbits won all of them.

“

Fans can expect hustle, effort
and a lot of excitement coming
from this team down the road.
Chris Bono
Head Coach

Junior Luke Zilverberg was named Big 12
Co-Wrestler of the Week after winning twice
in overtime over the weekend. One was against
Keilan Torres of Northern Colorado, who is
the No. 14 ranked wrestler in the 165-pound
weight class.
The Jackrabbits have now won five straight
duals, outscoring their opponents 192-23 over
that span.
“We just have to stick to the process and

keep our heads down and work hard,” Bono
said.
The Jacks will travel to Laramie, Wyoming.
on Jan. 13 to take on the Wyoming Cowboys. It
will be a showdown of Big 12 teams that both
find themselves ranked. InterMat has the Jackrabbits ranked at 18 and the Cowboys are at 23.
The Cowboys have dropped three straight dual
matches to unranked Army, North Carolina
and American.
On the season, the Jackrabbits are 6-2 and
undefeated in conference wrestling. The two
losses came from Big 10 opponents in Minnesota and Iowa.
The Jacks also have multiple wrestlers
ranked nationally. Rotert is ranked eighth by
InterMat in the 197-pound weight class and
Gross is ranked sixth in the 133-pound weight
class.
“For the time being, we will take where we
are and we will keep improving,” Bono said.
The Jacks find themselves on the road for
the rest of January with key conference matches coming up, including Air Force and perennial powerhouse Oklahoma State.
“Fans can expect hustle, effort and a lot of
excitement coming from this team down the
road,” Bono said.

Jacks thriving despite injuries
HANNAH NIEMAN
Sports Reporter
The South Dakota State
women’s basketball team
opened Summit League
play over the break with a
3-1 record, picking up wins
over North Dakota State,
Fort Wayne and Omaha,
and falling to South Dakota, even without a couple
of key players.
“We’ve still been a work
in progress,” Head Coach
Aaron Johnston said.
“Having a couple of players not out on the court
takes a little time to adjust to, but I thought from
where we were at North
Dakota State to where we
were against Omaha we’ve
actually shown a lot of improvement.”
The Jackrabbits faced
a few lineup changes after
losing two of their starters
prior to the start of conference play. Junior point
guard Macy Miller will

miss the rest of the 201617 season due to a leg injury, while senior center Clarissa Ober is hoping to return soon.
“We’re getting people comfortable with their
roles because everybody’s
kind of switched roles,”
Johnston said. “We have a
very different team without Macy and Clarissa, so
defensively we’re not quite
where we need to be …
but I think our team has
taken some good steps.”
Junior Alexis Alexander and sophomore Sydney Palmer have moved
into the starting lineup
with senior Kerri Young
and sophomore Madison Guebert, giving the
Jacks a four-guard lineup
while junior Ellie Thompson takes over Ober’s role
at center.
Though it’s taken time
for the Jackrabbits to adjust to losing Miller’s ability not only to score, but

also create shots for her
teammates; Young, Guebert and Thompson have
stepped up offensively. The
trio is averaging 19 points,
17.8 points and 12.3 points
in conference play, respectively.
Johnston said his team
is a lot more confident
now than they were back
in mid-December when
Miller first got hurt.
“Kerri is someone who
has really stepped up for
us,” Johnston said. “And I
think it’s opened the door
for Lexi [Alexander] to
have a much bigger role
and I think she’s really
grown into that. Her assist
to turnover ratio the last
four games has been excellent. Sydney Palmer is
shooting the ball with a lot
more confidence and she’s
been better defensively for
us.”
As the team continues to make adjustments
on both ends of the floor,

Johnston remains positive
under the new circumstances.
“I like where we’re at.
Very few teams in our
league can take two of
their top players out of
their lineup and still have
success,” Johnston said.
“We’ve got a really good
group and some of our
newer players are getting
more comfortable and are
playing better now. We’re
moving in a good direction.”
SDSU is in a four-way
tie for first place in the
Summit League with records of 12-4 and 3-1 in
league play.
The Jacks continue
conference play Wednesday as they host IUPUI
at 7 p.m. in Frost Arena.
The Jaguars come into the
game 11-5 overall and 1-2
in league play after losing
to Omaha and South Dakota this past weekend.
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Alexis Alexander has moved into the starting lineup along with sophomore Sydney Palmer due to injuries on the team. They play IUPUI Jan.
11 at 7 p.m at Frost Arena.
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What did you miss over Winter Break?

Jackrabbits bound through the cold with new records, sorrowing losses

Men’s Basketball

Wrestling

Women’s Basketball

Overall record

Overall record

Overall record

1-3

2-0

3-1

8-11 6-2 12-4
Conference record

Conference record

Conference record

3-4

2-0

3-1

Winter Break record

Winter Break record

Winter Break record

What happened:

What happened:

What happened:

The Jacks started off 2-0 over break
with wins over Murray State and
Drake. They then dropped four of
their next five including a loss to
North Dakota State, which ended
their 34 home game winning streak
at Frost Arena. The one positive that
came over break for the SDSU men
was sophomore Mike Daum. Daum
scored a career high 39 points against
Murray State. He also made a school
record 43 consecutive free throws
over break.

The South Dakota State wrestling
team went 2-0 over Winter Break
after defeating Boise State 37-3 and
Big 12 conference foe Northern Colorado 34-6. They also participated
in the Midland Championships in
Evanston, Illinois and came in second
place.

SDSU started off Winter Break by
getting destroyed by Louisville 83-30.
They would then win four of their
next five, with the lone loss coming
to their rival South Dakota. The 3-1
start in Summit League play is surprising considering they are playing
without two of their starters as Macy
Miller is out for the year and Clarissa
Ober is injured.

What’s next:
The Jacks will be on the road the
next two games as they take on Oral
Roberts in Tulsa Jan. 12 and IUPUI
in Indianapolis Jan. 18.

What’s next:
SDSU will be on the road for their
next two duals as they travel to Laramie, Wyoming to take on the Cowboys Jan. 13 and will then travel to
the U.S. Air Force Academy in Colorado on Jan. 15.

What’s next:
The Jackrabbits will be hosting IUPUI Jan. 11 before traveling to Tulsa
to take on Oral Roberts Jan. 14.
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The Jacks have lost four of
the last five games, resulting
in the loss of their 34 home
game winning streak.

Columnist makes predictions for 2017 NFL Playoffs
CURTIS SAGER
Sports Reporter
The NFL Playoffs are in full swing and I am going to give a
brief preview of each divisional playoff game. Here we go:

Houston Texans at
New England Patriots,
Saturday Jan. 14 at
7:15 p.m.
Well, I don’t know exactly what to
say about this one that is not blatantly obvious. Houston barely squeaked
into the playoffs before they torched
the abysmal Raiders last week. The
Texans are led by the ever-unreliable
Brock Osweiler.
On the other side, we have the
rock-solid Patriots. Tom Brady is
playing as well as ever, Bill Belichick
is the greatest coach to ever walk the
earth (probably) and the 14-2 Patriots
are rolling. Even if the Houston defense plays lights out for all four quarters, their offense is too weak and they
cannot stop Brady.

Prediction: Patriots 38 – Texans 14.

Seattle Seahawks at
Atlanta Falcons, Saturday,
Jan. 14 at 3:45 p.m.

Pittsburgh Steelers at
Green Bay Packers at
Kansas City Chiefs, Sunday Dallas Cowboys, Sunday
Jan. 15 at 12:05 p.m.
Jan. 15 at 3:40 p.m.

This should be a high scoring matchup
with two offenses that have been clicking
as of late.
Atlanta quarterback Matt Ryan and his
“Dirty Birds” have one of the most explosive offenses in the league, led by the rushing duo of Devonta Freeman and Tevin
Coleman; and who could forget about the
stellar receiver Julio Jones. The Atlanta defense is soft, though, and I expect Seattle to
be able to pass all over them.
As far as the Seahawks offense, they finally got some production out of their running game when Thomas Rawls rushed for
161 yards against the Lions last week. The
Seahawks’ passing game is decent, but not
as good as it’s been in recent years. If the
Falcons can shut down Rawls they should
be able to move on to the conference championship.

This is the second most exciting
matchup of the weekend. The Steelers offense embarrassed the Dolphins last week
and the Chiefs are arguably one of the
best teams in the NFL.
With the three top dogs of the Steelers offense healthy in Ben Roethlisberger, Le’Veon Bell and Antonio Brown, they
made a mockery out of the Dolphins’ defense. Bell was a true workhorse and
rushed for 167 yards while scoring twice.
If he can have a repeat performance this
week, the Steelers will be happy.
The Chiefs, however, are incredible
and well balanced. Alex Smith is no superstar, but he also doesn’t make mistakes. No one on their offense has been
unstoppable this year, but who needs offense when you have that Kansas City defense. Eric Berry, Tamba Hali and Marcus
Peters are all elite at their positions and
lead their team.

Prediction: Atlanta 31 - Seattle 21.

Prediction: Chiefs 20 – Steelers 17.

Primetime Sunday night football at
its best. This should be the most exciting
matchup of the weekend and likely the
season.
The Cowboys were incredible this season and were led by two rookies in Dak
Prescott and Ezekiel Elliot. Both of these
young men were incredible this year and
have very long, prosperous careers ahead
of them. The Cowboys defense is not elite,
but they are able to keep games in check
and let their offense take care of business.
The Packers offense is not good – they
are amazing. Aaron Rodgers said he was
going to run the table and I don’t think he
was implying just the regular season. His
eyes are set on the Super Bowl and I have
a hard time doubting him. Jordy Nelson
might not play with some fractured ribs,
but I don’t think that will slow the Pack
down.

Prediction: Packers 28 – Cowboys 24.
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State of SDSU Football: How to make 2017 the year of the Jackrabbit
Chandler Holland
Sports Reporter

The 2016 South Dakota
State football team accomplished a task that many
former teams could not:
win a Missouri Valley Football Conference.
The Jackrabbits went
north to the Fargodome to
play the former five-time
FCS champions. It was the
first time the Jacks were
able to beat North Dakota
State University in the Fargodome since 2009.
This carried their season
to their first ever top-eight
seed in the FCS playoffs.
So what can we expect
from SDSU next year?
Well …
SDSU is returning three
of their top weapons in offense, two of which have

been in discussions to be
playing on Sundays. Tight
end Dallas Goedert is a top
NFL prospect.
For Goedert to improve
even more in 2017, he must
improve his run blocking
ability.
No one is questioning
Goedert’s physical status,
but his technique can be
sluggish and needs to improve.
Jake Wieneke is also
coming back for his senior season. Look for him
to continue his record-setting career at SDSU. He
does have some downfalls,
though.
One problem Wieneke
could run into is when opposing defensive backs go
into press coverage. Offensive Coordinator Eric Eidsness will have his hands full

creating opportunities to
get his top playmakers the
ball.
The man throwing the
ball for them is also solid. With a full season of
starting, we can expect big
things from quarterback
Taryn Christion.
During the NDSU
game, Christion showed
how dynamic he can be,
which benefits the Jacks
who have struggled running
the ball since the departure
of running back Zach Zenner.
But Christion became
a little inaccurate with his
passes toward the end of
the season, which could be
something to watch during
the start of the next season.
If he struggles in 2017, the
Jacks may just be dead in
the water.

Running by committee was the theme for SDSU
running backs Brady Mengarelli, Isaac Wallace and
Mikey Daniels. Whoever the primary back in 2017
is has to manage to set up
third downs that are in
manageable range for easy
first downs.
Yes, the Jacks have the
ability to throw the ball all
over the field. However, to
win the MVFC again and
to make a playoff run, they
need a stable running game.
Christion saw some time
running in 2016 and led
the team in rushing touchdowns with six in 2016.
If Christion is healthy
and mature enough to take
a bigger role in 2017, look
for the Jacks to use him to
get the running game going, which the Jacks need to

come through next year.
The Jacks also need to
step up their defense as a
whole. If SDSU cannot stop
the run, they will struggle,
especially in the FCS playoffs.
One other key for the
SDSU defense will be getting off the field on third
downs, something that they
had issues with during the
season, specifically in the
Fargodome during the FCS
Playoffs. They get Christian Rozeboom back after a
stellar freshman campaign,
along with junior nose tackle Kellen Soulek.
The Jackrabbits have
pieces in place to have a
magical season in 2017, and
hopefully into 2018.
The weight is on the
shoulders of the upcoming returning seniors, who

have now experienced what
a deep playoff run feels like.
They have tasted a MVFC
championship, and it’s time
to for a national championship.
Next year is the year to
take a top-four seed spot in
the playoffs and have a new
team come play in the glacial temperatures of the
Dana J. Dykehouse Stadium. There is no question
that if the Jacks get home
field advantage throughout
the playoffs they will have
a better shot to make it to
Frisco, Texas.
It’s time for SDSU to
stop being content with
making the FCS playoffs.
Instead they need to strive
for a FCS Championship.
The road to Frisco starts
now.
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ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK:
LUKE ZILVERBERG

GOJACKS.COM

ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Editor
Luke Zilverberg helped the South
Dakota State wrestling team win
both of their duals this weekend
against Boise State and Northern
Colorado.
The 165-pounder won both
of his matches in overtime. One
of those victories came against
Keilan Torres of Northern Colorado, who is ranked 14th in the
165-pound weight class.
Zilverberg won Big 12 Conference Co-Wrestler of the Week
and, because of this, he is named
The Collegian Sports Athlete of
the Week.
The Jacks will be back in action Jan. 13 when they take on
the Wyoming Cowboys in Laramie, Wyoming.
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Jacks need to get rid of the zone defense
Andrew Holtan
Sports Editor
After a 101-92 loss to Omaha Saturday, Jan. 7, you have
to really question whether the
1-3-1 zone will ever work for
the South Dakota State men’s
basketball team.
The Jacks are off to a 1-3
start in Summit League play.
In the conference opener,
SDSU fell to North Dakota
State, 80-69. That loss ended
their 34 home game winning
streak at Frost Arena. They
were up by 15 at halftime before giving up 58 points in the
second half.
The Omaha game was the
first time SDSU gave up more
than 100 points since 2011 in a
game against Oakland University (Michigan). At that game,
the Jacks gave up 55 points in
the first half and were down by
21 at halftime.

So far this season, the Jackrabbits rank 323rd in defensive efficiency rating out of the
351 Division I teams. The defensive efficiency is based on
how many points a team gives
up per possession. As of right
now, SDSU gives up 1.1 points
per possession.
The Jacks switched to a
1-3-1 zone during the Sanford Pentagon Showcase over
the Thanksgiving weekend. In
the first five games of the season, they gave up 80 points a
game before switching to the
zone. In the next ten games,
they gave up only 64.3 points
per game. After that, Summit
League play started, and they
have given up 83.8 points a
game in their four conference
games.
The 1-3-1 zone allows
teams to score wide open
three point shots. SDSU is
last in three’s given up in both

conference play and overall. The team has given up
53 three-pointers in Summit League play. That is eight
more than the next team, Fort
Wayne. Overall, the Jacks have
given up 239 three’s this season. The next closest Summit
League team is Omaha and
they’ve given up 161.
The Jacks have held their
opponents to 44 percent
shooting from the field, which
is third in the conference.
Three’s are more than two’s
though, which is why they have
been giving up so many points.
They allowed Omaha to make
16 three’s on 35 attempts, a 45
percent success rate.
One of the reasons I believe the Jacks don’t like to go
into man-to-man is because
they are not a very quick team.
Last year, the Jacks had quick
guards in Deondre Parks and
George Marshall. With both of

them leaving, they’ve had to go
to transfers Andre Wallace and
Michael Orris.
Another reason I believe
they run a zone defense is they
think their opponents can’t
continue to shoot three’s very
well. However, if they continue to give up three’s at the rate
they have in the first four Summit League games, a change
will have to be made. You have
to figure that you would rather a team make five more twopoint baskets and five less
three’s than vice-versa.
They are only four games
into Summit League play,
which means there is plenty of
time to turn things around. As
of right now, they hold eighth
place in the Summit League.
That’s something Jackrabbit
fans are not used to since they
have finished tied for first in
the Summit League the past
two seasons.

Year: Junior
Hometown: Belle Plaine,
Minnesota
Major: Wildlife and Fisheries
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The Jacks switched to a 1-3-1 zone defense over Thanksgiving weekend at the Sanford Pentagon Showcase. The 1-3-1 zone technique has not proven to be successful
since they currently sit in eighth place in the Summit League. SDSU is home against Fort Wayne at 4:30 p.m. on Jan. 21 in Frost Arena.

